Race To The Line

Running a fun and safe challenge

What is it about?
“Make the fastest model rocket car.”
This means students solving problems
involving weight, strength,
aerodynamics and forces.

Design and
Technology

Career Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and Customisation
2D and 3D Design
Construct a Wind Tunnel
Create a Timing System
Testing and Evaluation
Adaptation and Improvement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration and Teamworking
Working together to achieve a goal
Communication and Leadership
Time Management and planning
Developing Independence
Taking Initiative
Problem Solving
Creativity
Critical Thinking
Approaches to Innovation
Adapting to change
Resilience and determination

Physics
•
•
•
•

Computing

Maths
•
•
•
•

Time and Distance Calculations
Mass, Volume and Density
Data Collection and Analysis
Interpreting Graphs

Forces, Motion and Vectors
Newton’s Laws
Force, Mass and Acceleration
Aerodynamics and Friction

Arts and Media
• Video and Social Media
• Marketing, Team Branding and
Logo Design

•
•
•
•

Coding timing systems
Datalogging & Video Analysis
Simulation
Telemetry and Sensors

CREST award alignment
CREST is the British Science Association's scheme for STEM project
work that inspires young people to think and behave like scientists and
engineers.
Discovery Award. Ideal if a Race For The Line project is tackled over a
couple of lessons or as part of an activity day.
Bronze Award. For finalists and students that engage in extended
study, testing and simulation and carry out a range of independent
research.
Find out more at: www.crestawards.org

Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What’s new?
Working with your sponsor
Timeline
Competition rules and design restrictions
Roles and responsibilities
Track setup and safety
Making up and storing rockets
Brake and Timing Gate Kits
Media prize

Key changes this year
Key changes this year:
• New micro:bit based timing gate
kit.
• New wind tunnel design ideas
• New Bio-Compostable foam blocks
• New CO2 Launcher

Working with your sponsor

Working with your sponsor
Most schools involving a whole year group in Race QUICK CHECKLIST
To The Line are financially supported to take part by ❑ Call and thank your sponsor. Find out what they do as a business
and what else they could offer or share
a local business or enterprise. This sponsorship
sustains the scale and reach of the programme.
❑ Let the school’s Careers Coordinator know about the relationship
and ask them to sign up to Dendrite for more careers info.

Sponsors love to hear how their sponsorship is
working out and the connections with local
employers can be a hugely rewarding part of
taking part in the programme for schools.
Use the checklist and notes in the resources to
maximise your sponsor relationship. An active
relationship with your sponsor can help meet the
aims of the Gatsby Careers Education Benchmarks.

❑ Discuss potential for careers talks or fairs, assembly inputs, live
briefs, site visits, mock interviews or work experiences
❑ Set up a ‘sponsor liaison team’ among the students to provide
regular updates and news to the sponsor
❑ Talk to the sponsor’s marketing dept. Students can brand rocket
cars, team T shirts and school race certificates for example
❑ Invite the sponsor to attend key lessons, races or Race To The Line
regional and national competition events
❑ Do joint PR targeting local news or TV
❑ Suggest or support a rocket race for the sponsor staff and families

Sponsors & Gatsby Benchmarks
Benchmark
1

2

A stable careers programme

Learning from career and labour
market information

Opportunity
The whole year group focus of Race To The Line combined with
sponsor interaction can contributes to a view of the world of work
and local careers to all students from Year 7/S1
A sponsor will be able to provide insights into career and study
pathways. A sponsor can share the career journeys of their
employees and the qualities they look for in new recruits
Sponsors enable the mass engagement activity ensuring every
student can have the opportunity to take part, interact with the
sponsors and for students’ talents and career interests to emerge

3

Addressing the needs of each pupil

4

Many sponsors may work in the STEM field and can share authentic
Linking curriculum learning to careers examples or they can bring other areas of work life to the students –
e.g. marketing, business and financial planning, research, etc.

Sponsors & Gatsby Benchmarks
Benchmark
5

6

7

8

Encounters with employers and
employees

Experiences of workplaces

Encounters with Further and Higher
Education
Personal Guidance

Opportunity
A Race To The Line programme provides multiple opportunities for
students to engage with their industry sponsor in lessons, assemblies,
at events or through joint efforts such as media and PR campaigns.
Depending on the nature of the sponsor’s business they may be able
to host class visits or come into school for lessons or careers days to
showcase examples of their work and the skills they apply and use.
Does the sponsor take on apprentices? What are their stories?
Sponsors may have links to local Universities or Colleges to help
broker new dialogues around post 16 education.
Sponsors can be invited to attend and support a careers days at
schools speaking to individual students or to support and mentor
individuals or small groups with relevant interests and questions.

Challenge Timeline
The Challenge Timeline
Summer Term - decide you want to do it and pre order your kit from the shop. everything is much harder
at the moment so plan ahead.
Autumn Term – CPD and Kit Delivery (for those that have order in the summer term)
Spring: Design and Build
Summer: Racing

Rules and constraints

Parts to be used
Each team MUST use the supplied materials:
•

1 x Pre-drilled bio-compostable foam Block

•

2 x Screw in Wall Anchors, 2 x Metal Eyelets (Delivered to
schools in Dec)

Student teams must also:
•

Make four strong wheels with their choice of design and
material

•

Source or make suitable strong axles

NOTE: A kit of axles and wheels is available from the
Dendrite.me store (trolley icon at top of competition pages)

Opportunity to engineer parts

Car body shape and size restrictions
Teams can shape the foam body to
improve aerodynamics and to
reduce the total weight of the car.
The red areas on the diagram show
areas that cannot be cut into.
This area holds the safety tether
guides and the rocket motor and the
axles must pass through it. The gap
in the middle is for an optional
telemetry module.
*DO NOT LET UNSAFE CARS RACE*

Ensuring rocket motor security

Wheel size & tethers
A guide wire (or tether) is used in all races for safety reasons. Two metal eyes extend
from the bottom of the foam body that the guide wire passes through. The eyes
extend approx. 15-20mm below the car body.
Ensure wheels have sufficient diameter (min. = 65mm) to keep the line and the metal
eyes from striking the ground.

Wheel checks
Wheels and axles can be designed by students.
• Are they safe and the meet the 65mm minimum?

• Are they strong enough?
• Are axles holes made no bigger than 6mm?
• How might you test the strength and resilience of
your wheels?
IMPORTANT: Cars must have all 4 wheels attached when they pass through the
timing gates to record a valid time.

Permitted modifications
Acceptable modifications made using spare parts of the block include:
•
•
•
•

Tail fins
Winglets
Fairings
Spoilers

In all cases, these must be securely attached to the car to not present a
risk to bystanders.

Key roles for a safe race

The two key roles
1) Range Safety Officer (RSO)

2) Launch Site Controller (LSC)

Range Safety Officer Responsibilities
• Overall site and safety controller for the race activity.
• Stands opposite the crowd.
• Controls the crowd during pre-launch.
• Gives the ‘TRACK CLEAR’ signal when they are happy for cars to launch.

• Ensures that the post launch activities are fully completed before the next
car is launched.

Launch Site Controller Responsibilities
• Prepares the motors.
• Ensures that the motors are inserted into the cars correctly.
• Ensures that the motors are stored safely at all times.
• Is in charge of the misfire procedures.
• Gives ‘Track Live call’ and begins count down prior to launch.
• Fires or closely supervises the firing of the car and the setting of the
launcher arming key

Additional roles
Staff and or students can be used as the Timing and Braking Controller, responsibilities
can include:
•
•
•
•

Brake system clearing
Recording timings
Taking video and photos (see media prize notes)
Carrying out secondary speed measurements or analysis.

In all circumstances only trained Rocketeers can carry out the preparation, loading
and firing (or close supervision of firing) of the cars if using solid fuel rockets. We
recommend schools use CO2 motors as they are safer and more environmentally
friendly.

Track Setup

Track setup
The ‘no entry’ safety zone is minimum 5m from the track
Timing & Braking Controller (OPTIONAL)
Range Safety Office (RSO)

5m
Launch Site Controller (LSO)

35m

5m

Auidence

Track setup
Stack cars on the tether line.
Allow space at each end for storing cars and set the race
distance at 20m (or 25m if space)
* ENSURE ALL CARS IN A STAGE RACE THE SAME
DISTANCE *

Recommended Track
Detail plan view of a race track (35m total) with stacked cars.
Launch Site Controller (LSC)

4m

5m

Range Safety Office (RSO)

Timing and Braking Controller
(Optional)
Timing Gate

Start Line

25m

5m

The race distance (20m example)

Crowd Area

Braking point

30m

5m

Rocket Motor Safety & Use

Rocket Safety Essentials
ROCKET MOTORS AND IGNITERS (STARTERS) MUST BE USED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS AND NATIONAL REGULATIONS
Storage:
Keep in a dry place away from sources of ignition at temperatures between 0 and 60oC
Operation:
Solid fuel rocket motors work by burning. Contents are flammable.
Never disassemble or alter
Do not use damaged rocket motors
Nobody should be near a motor when it is ignited
Use only electric starters to ignite a motor
For burns, apply first aid and call a doctor if serious
Disposal:
Soak motors in water until they come apart
Place remnants in an outside bin

In case of fire near rocket motors: GET AWAY QUICKLY!
Do not try and put the fire out as rocket motors may fly uncontrollably and cause injury

Rocket Safety Essentials
The official competition rocket for schools
is a Klima B4-P
• The B is the class of 18mm rocket
• The 4 is average force in N/S

• The P indicates it is a ‘plugged’ motor
*If you receive a rocket that is not a B4-P,
do not use it and inform TLP*

Rocket Safety Essentials
The thrust curve for the motor

The B4 motor runs for just over one
second.
It has a peak thrust of around 8
newtons after about 1/3 of a
second.

It will accelerate a well designed,
lightweight car to 60 -100mph.

Rocket Safety Essentials
Each box contains:
• Rocket motors
• Igniters
• Strip of sticky discs to
secure igniters in motors
• Safety and product
information

Practical: Preparing the rockets
1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.

Storing made up rockets
Only make up enough rockets for your next
race. Once primed they are higher risk.
Do not store them made up for extended
periods. It is recommended you make them
in the morning of the race or the afternoon
before to avoid the stickers drying out.
Store the primed rockets in the box safely.
TIP: A drilled base in the ammo box can
help prevent igniter wires tangling.

Loading the rocket
Only load a rocket into a car that meets the safety
rules and restrictions and that is secured to the
safety tether line.
Only load a rocket into one car at a time.
Motor to be loaded into the car with the ignitor to
the rear as shown opposite.
NEVER connect the launcher to a rocket that is
outside a car.
Ensure wires do not short with themselves or the
tether wire.

Lead the wires away from the rocket exhaust

Firing the rocket
Launcher Sequence
1.

Ensure the launcher safety pin is in the disarmed position.

2.

Load a motor into the car.

3.

Connect the launcher leads to the motor igniter wires. Ensure that you do not pull out the motor!

4.

Confirm with the Range Safety Officer that you are ready to fire and wait for Track Clear signal to proceed.

5.

Arm the launcher (keeping fingers away from the trigger) There should be flashing lights and an audible beeping if the circuit is
complete. Check wires if not.

6.

Re-check that the track is clear.

7.

Shout clearly… “TRACK LIVE” (people timing cars should activate the motion recorder now)

8.

Countdown… “3… 2… 1… FIRE”

9.

Press the trigger until the car fires.

10.

If the car fails to fire, use the Misfire Procedure – wait two minutes and using safety gloves and glasses, remove the rocket and
place into a bucket of water.

11.

After each launch remove safety pin from the arm position.

Actions after a launch
The Timing & Braking Controller can carry out the following actions. This person may also be
the range safety officer.
1. Wait for the car to come to a complete stop in the brake before approaching.

2. Record the time on the timing gate against the car number/name.
3. Remove spent rocket motor and place into a bucket of water.
4. Push the car back in the direction of the start line, lift up brake and push car to end stop.

5. Ensure that the brake is replaced to its original position.
6. Confirm that timing gate is reset for next car.
7. Signal Range Safety Officer when ready to receive the next car

Incidents
Incidents
If anyone (including students) sees anything happen that may impact
safety, call an immediate halt to race operations. E.g. people moving
into the no go zone, a misfire, motor pulled out, car falls over, etc.
• Shout very clearly “Stop Firing”.

• The launcher should be immediately disarmed and placed on the ground.
• When the incident has been dealt with, resume the launch sequence from the
beginning

Rocket Safety Essentials
THE EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING IS PROVIDED TO SUPPORT
RACE FOR THE LINE ACTIVITES ONLY
USE OF THE EQUIPMENT FOR OTHER PURPOSES IS NOT COVERED BY THE
COMPETITION INSURANCE

The Track Kit & Brake

Brake and Tethers
The stainless steel tethers are looped at the
ends. The tether line can be secured to bolts
in two tether boards made from MDF or
Plywood. Suggested minimum size is
200x300mm with the bolt 50mm from the
front edge.
Use the supplied countersunk bolts, and
flanged nuts to make an anchor post on
each tether board.
Place the loop over the bolt post and secure
it with the large washer and butterfly nut.

Brake and Tethers
A simple but effective brake can be made from
1.2m x 0.62x sheet of 15-18mm MDF or Plywood
and the garage draught excluder strips (tough
nylon brushes) supplied in the kit.
Cut a 25cm wide and 1m deep ‘V’ into the base
and screw the brushes to the sides of the V to
capture the cars safely and quickly.

NOTE: There is a guide to making this type of
brake in the resources area.

Brake and Tethers
The brake is laid over the tether line beyond
the timing area.
Cars will enter the brake at speeds of 40100mph. The brushes will slow the car down
quickly and protect the car body and wheels
from impact damage.

Lift the brake from the tether and move the
car to the other side or remove it from the
tether.

The Timing Gate Kit

Timing Gates
A simple timing gate can be made that uses a
micro:bit and simple break switches (e.g. strip of
aluminum foil that the car breaks.)
The supplied kit contains all the electronics
needed and the gate can be completed from
strip wood.
The build guide and code examples for the
timing gates are in the online resources.

Timing Gates
The micro:bit is coded to record the time (in .ms) between the connections
between Pin 0 and GND and between Pin 1 and GND being broken.

Timing Gates

The kit contains nuts and
bolts and wire to connect
circuits to the micro:bit.
Some wood is needed to
complete the gate and
cable bridge.

M3 bolts, nylon spacers
and crimps are used to
connect the circuits to
the Pin 0, Pin 1 and GND
holes on the micro:bit.
Power comes from a
battery pack.

M5 bolts with large
washers provide four
anchor points for the two
break circuits.

The GND wire needs to
pass over the timing area
using a 50-75cm bridge
or catenary system.

They are placed 1m
apart on each gate side.

Both GND anchor points
share the same
connection.

Timing Gates
Students can exercise their
knowledge and understanding of
circuits, conductors and insulators to
devise a circuit that can be broken
quickly and easily as the car passes.
Some crocodile lip cables will be
supplied that clip to washers and that
are easily dislodged.
Copper wire, foil and other
conductors can be explored.

Timing Gates
Sample code can be viewed, edited and
downloaded to the micro:bit (via USB) from
the Makecode site. It will display a time in
milliseconds for the gate length (1m
recommended)
Students can improve the code or extend it.
•

Transmit the time by radio to another micro:bit

•

Record at higher microsecond resolution

•

Calculate and display speed/velocity
https://makecode.microbit.org/v1/29653-08219-37466-35350

Timing Gates

Backup Timing 1: Video Analysis
Apps such as Vernier Video Physics (iOS) or
Tracker (Free Java app for PC and MAC) use
the framerate of a video and a known real
world distance in the video view to very
accurately calculate speed.

If you keep a video of each run from the side
with a marked zone cars pass across on the
tether line(e.g. 1 or 2 m) you can analyze the
video and reveal the precise speed of the
rocket car.
See the Lesson/PPT on Video Analysis

CPD Videos
REVIEW THE ONLINE CPD VIDEOS FOR MORE INFORMATION

Congratulations!
You are now a Rocketeer!
Complete and return the Rocketeer undertaking form that confirms you
understand what activities training covers you for.
Enjoy racing rocket cars!

